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Ever since I was a
child I found myself creating

greeting cards & decorating my school “logs.”
It wasn’t until high school I realized I was always
on a path to graphic design. Since then I have been
striving to better develop my design skills, earning
a BA in graphic design & a minor in web design. I also
turned my remaining electives into a second major:
music studies. I call myself a nerd, because nerds are
passionate about what they love & do. Among other
projects, I design materials for zuketunes llc &
co-manage zuketeas™. These bring together my
three passions: graphic design, music, & tea.
But of course I’m always ready for

new adventures.

KATIE HAMBOR
im@katiehambor.com • 973.506.9775
katiehambor.com

Experience

Education

zuketeas

Rider University
Lawrenceville, NJ
BA in Graphic Design & Music
Studies, minor in Web Design

March 2015-Present
TM

West Milford, NJ

General Manager & Graphic Designer
Design all print and online marketing materials, manage social
media, establish and implement company objectives, and manage
the movement of goods into and out of the production facility.
September 2014-Present

zuketunes llc West Milford, NJ

September 2010–May 2014

Baccalaureate Honors Program
Dean’s List, 3.86 GPA,
Summa Cum Laude

Graphic Designer & Web Content Manager
Design marketing materials with Photoshop and Illustrator, maintain a
cohesive website presence using HTML/CSS, and update social media.
February 2013-Present

Nassau Inn Princeton, NJ
Freelance Graphic Designer
(formerly Marketing & Graphic Design Intern)
Design marketing materials including advertisements and
menus on an as-needed basis. As an intern, updated print
and web advertisements, cropped photos for various sizes
for the website, and created instructional signs for use in
hotel rooms. Used Adobe Photoshop and InDesign.
July 2014-Present

BHI Media Austin, TX (remotely)
Freelance Graphic Designer
Perform various photo editing techniques including technical and
creative photo retouching. Technical photo retouching includes but is
not limited to photo enhancement (adjusting colors, contrast, white
balance), removing elements or visible flaws on walls or flooring
(such as stray bits of dirt on a sidewalk). Creative photo retouching
includes but is not limited to adding chairs or appliances to a room.
October 2014-December 2014

Radar Music Videos London, UK (remotely)
Marketing Admin & UX
Follow up with music video commissioners and directors, collect
data for weekly reports, and promote new releases through Youtube,
PromoNews, and Radar’s blog. With UX, work through user journeys and
work with site developers to improve pages for a better user experience.
May 2011-May 2014

The Rider News Lawrenceville, NJ
Design Manager (formerly Advertising Manager)
Designed graphics with Adobe Illustrator, InDesign, and Photoshop,
and edited the page layout on a weekly basis to make sure the
files were ready for print, all while directing a team of designers.
At the beginning of Fall 2012, also supervised the redesign of
the newspaper. As advertising manager, contacted businesses
for advertisements, as well as designed and placed ads.

Honors and Awards
School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences Honor Society
Rider University

Lambda Pi Eta Member
Communications Honor
Society at Rider University

Academic and Service Awards
For outstanding academic
achievement and service to the
communication department
of Rider University

First place in Layout &
Design, The Rider News
New Jersey Collegiate Press
Association (NJCPA) College
Newspaper Contest 2014

Who’s Who Among Students
in American Colleges and
Universities Inductee, 2014

Skills

InDesign
Illustrator
Photoshop
Google Drive
Microsoft Office
Wordpress & Tumblr
Familiar with HTML & CSS
Proficient in Mac & Windows

Type & Stripes Wrapping Paper
Rider University, designer

Adobe Illustrator, printed on Spoonflower
Wrapping paper bundle centered around typography.
The design’s primary pattern consists of pastel pink, purple,
and green interlocking letters in Baskerville on a pastel yellow
background, and the corresponding pattern is comprised of
parallel stripes of varying widths in the same four pastel colors.

katiehambor.com
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Star Trek: The One With the Whales
Rider University, designer
Adobe Illustrator

I never remember the full title of Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home,
and usually call it The One With the Whales. This was my inspiration
when I chose to make the poster more playful and fun.
This design can be bought online at Storenvy.

katiehambor.com
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Tea & Coffee Mugs

Mezzotessitura Storenvy Store

Adobe Illustrator, Printed at Printful
With a growing collection of designs, these mugs aim to give the tea or coffee
drinker a special mug for their brew. The source material ranges from classic
literature, such as Little Women, to pop culture phenomenons, such as Star Trek.
The main designs of each mug can be printed on either side, with the source
material on the other along the handle. There is also the option for 11 oz.
(average size) or 15 oz. mugs, and they call all be bought at Storenvy.

katiehambor.com
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Typography Self Portrait
Rider University, designer
Adobe Illustrator

A self-portrait celebrating my love for typography,
created entirely of ampersands.

katiehambor.com
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zuketunes LLC

zuketeas™ Logo & Marketing Materials

zuketeas™, designer

Adobe Illustrator

The zuketeas™ logo was designed to match the already-existing microphone
zuketunes LLC logo: a line art teacup with abstract blocks of five colors. Each
of the five tea blends have their own distinctive label color, one for each of
the five colors at 50% opacity. The fonts are varying weights of Futura.
Marketing materials include but are not limited to the logo, large labels
for bags, small stickers for sample bags, and the business card.

katiehambor.com
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London Magazine Spread, Page 1

Society of Publication Designers Competition, designer
Adobe InDesign, Photoshop, Canon EOS Rebel T3

As a part of the Society of Publication Designers’ 2014 Student Design
Competition, these two spreads are geared toward a city/regional magazine.
The requirements were to design a story with the title “The Insider’s Guide:
10 places to eat, drink and hang out like a local in [Name of City], By The
Editors.” This spread contains all original photos and body copy.

katiehambor.com
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London Magazine Spread, Page 2

Society of Publication Designers Competition, designer
Adobe InDesign, Photoshop, Canon EOS Rebel T3

The second set of pages for the Society of Publication Designers’ 2014 Student
Design Competition, this spread features ten places to visit in London.
The spread contains all original photos and body copy.

katiehambor.com
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Snowflake Licensing Samples
Maggie’s Crochet, designer

Adobe Photoshop

Licensing samples created in order to exhibit the company’s
snowflake patterns using festive words. The first design fills the
text’s whitespace with snowflakes while the second design is more
minimalist, using the snowflakes as a circle and an “O.” These two
designs can be found on the Snowflake Collection licensing sample
page along with other samples by other Maggie’s Crochet designers.

katiehambor.com
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Books
are auniquely
portable

magic.’’
Books Are Magic

Rider University, designer
Adobe Illustrator

This typographical design was for a class, as we were instructed
to choose a quote we liked and design it however we saw fit.

katiehambor.com
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Hectic Glow Poster

Rider University & DFTBA Records, designer
Adobe Illustrator

Based on a fictional band from the book The Fault in Our Stars by John
Green, The Hectic Glow poster combines bright colors with 20 degree
angles for a “hectic” and distinctive look. The bright colors contrast
with each other, yet are complementary in their intensity.
The poster can be bought online at Storenvy, and the design
has also been adapted to a shirt and is sold by DFTBA Records
as a part of the official Fault in Our Stars merchandise.

katiehambor.com
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Nassau Inn Wedding Advertisement, 2014
Nassau Inn, designer

Adobe InDesign

This advertisement is for the weddings that can be booked at
the Nassau Inn in Princeton. This advertisement has been in
Princeton Alumni Weekly’s July 9 Issue on page 21.

katiehambor.com
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Seasonal & Specialty Logos
The Rider News, designer
Adobe Illustrator

Special Rider News logos for special occasions
between 2012 and 2014.

katiehambor.com
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Logo Design

Biotite Engineering, designer
Adobe Illustrator

This logo was created on commission for an engineering company.
The company owner has a passion for geology, and chose to name his
company after a polygonal mineral, biotite. This inspired the logo’s
typeface choice along with the choice for a blocky and industrial design.

katiehambor.com
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Photography

Rider University, Rider Dance Ensemble, Self
Adobe Photoshop, Canon EOS Rebel T3, iPhone 4S

I have always been interested in photography though never
pursued it in a professional setting. Clockwise from top left:
Fritillary & Aster: A fritillary butterfly pollinating a Stokes’ aster blossom.
Saucer and Cup: A snapshot of a relaxing afternoon tea, taken with a mobile phone camera.
Cotton Candy River: A river’s small waterfall using a slow shutter speed to create a “cotton candy” effect.
Giraffe in the Mirror: A whimsical photo of a small toy giraffe looking at itself through a mirror.
Postures: Event photography from Rider Dance Ensemble’s Spring 2013 showcase.
Notre-Dame de Paris: Photographed in France, the fuzzy effect was created with deliberate fog on the lens.

katiehambor.com
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Website Design
katiehambor.com

Adobe Dreamweaver, Illustrator, HTML, CSS
A place to house my online presence, this website follows
the design aesthetic of my portfolio, business cards, and
various other media. The site is responsive and can be
easily viewed both on desktop and mobile devices.

katiehambor.com
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CLIENTS

HIP-BONEMUSIC

theri
V

RIDER BREAKS BAD

Giancarlo Esposito speaks to students about his
career.
page 9

BIG DECISIONS

The candidates for this year’s SGA election
explain why you should vote for them.
page 6-7

LABOR OF LOVE?

Dr. AJ Moore discusses Northweste
union idea and possible effects on R

Tuition Increase Hits 4.5%
By Casey Gale

5.8%

n increase over
st seven years

5.5%
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4.9%

4.9%

4.9%

4.7%

4.5%

Students are beginning to make their plans
ter, choosing which residence hall to live in an
the right courses for their schedules. Another
students will now have to take into considerat
tuition increase, which will be 4.5%, lower tha
increase last year.
For the 2014-15 academic year, tuition will
from the current $34,560, with standard room
ing $6,665 per semester, which is slightly mor
price of $6,445, according to a letter from Pre
Rozanski that was sent home to students and
March 26.
“As I’m sure you’re aware, over the past sev
university has invested substantially in enhanc
demic and student life experiences — even du
my’s downturn,” Rozanski said in the letter. “
to continuing such investments in order to pro
quality educational experience possible.”
Some investments that have been made inc
duction of a sports administration
16co-major a
homeland security policy next semester; the a
conditioning to rooms in Olson Hall and an in
facility for baseball and softball; and the insta

